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Abstract

We consider the design of reconfiguring logical topolo-
gies over physical WDM ring networks. The logical topol-
ogy consists of the same set of nodes as the physical topol-
ogy, and the links of the logical topology are lightpaths es-
tablished (or embedded) over the physical topology. The
logical topology is said survivable if the failure of any sin-
gle physical link does not disconnect the logical topology.
In this paper, we consider the following problem. Given a
logical topology with its survivable embedding over a phys-
ical ring network and a new logical topology to be reconfig-
ured, find a sequence of lightpaths additions and deletions
satisfying the given wavelengths and ports constraints such
that the logical topology remains survivable throughout the
reconfiguration.

Keywords: Network Survivability, Wavelength Con-
straint, Reconfiguration Cost.

1 Introduction

Optical networks employing Wavelength Division Multi-
plexing (WDM) and wavelength-routing are capable of pro-
viding lightpaths to higher service layers. Lightpaths are
optical circuit-switched paths that have transmission rates
of a few Gb/s. By the use of WDM, multiple lightpaths
may traverse the same optical fiber link, each one using a
different wavelength.

Survivability is a critical requirement for high-speed op-
tical networks. There has been a large amount of work
that focuses on pre-allocating backup capacity so that any
failed lightpaths may be restored rapidly as soon as nor-
mal operation is disrupted in the event of link break. The
proposed techniques are classified as either link protection
or path protection, depending on whether the rerouting of
lightpaths is done around the failed link, or on an end-to-

end basis. Protection at the optical layer is considered to be
fast, partly because of the proximity of the optical layer to
the physical layer at which the failure is first detected, and
partly because of the coarse granularity at which restoration
is done (at the lightpath or fiber level).

When an electronic service layer is embedded over a
WDM optical network, then it may be the case that the
electronic layer incorporates its own survivability functions,
thereby making the optical layer recovery redundant, and in
the worst case, perhaps conflicting. Furthermore, when a
physical link fails, it may not be necessary for all the af-
fected lightpath traffic to be restored. Thus, there is a case
to be made for recovery to be done solely at the electronic
layer. If the electronic layer were the IP layer, then the only
requirement for the layer to be survivable is that it be con-
nected.

Motivated by the above, we have considered in [2] the
embedding of an electronic layer on a physical WDM net-
work such that the electronic layer network is connected
when a single link fails. The connectivity at the electronic
layer is represented by the logical topology. The logical
topology is a topology which has as its nodes the set of elec-
tronic nodes. The edges of the logical topology correspond
to the set of lightpaths that are established over the physical
topology. As mentioned above, multiple lightpaths may be
routed over the same physical link, and therefore, it is possi-
ble for a single physical link failure to break more than one
edge on the logical topology. Since survivability at the log-
ical topology depends on the availability of multiple routes
between nodes at the logical layer, it is clear that there must
be some amount of coordination between the two layers if
survivability has to be achieved at the logical layer. In [2],
we focussed on the design of logical topologies that are sur-
vivable. We defined a logical topology to be survivable if
the failure of any single physical link does not disconnect
the logical topology. Survivable logical topology design not
only involves the determination of the logical edges but on



the embedding of those edges on the physical topology, i.e.,
the routing of the lightpaths.

Consider a logical topology shown in Figure 1 (a)
corresponding to a connection request set � ��������
	������	�������������������������������������������������� ����������������	��
���!
to be embedded over a WDM ring network with six nodes.
Figure 1 (b-c) show the physical ring topology and two
different lightpaths assignments, in which the logical
topology maintains its connectivity in the presence of any
single physical link failure when the lightpath setup is done
using the routes shown in (b), and it does not when the
setup is done using the routes in (c) and when link

������� �
fails.
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Figure 1. (a) A logical topology, (b) a surviv-
able embedding, and (c) a non-survivable em-
bedding.

There has been other recent research in the design of sur-
vivable logical topologies. In [1], the problem of embed-
ding lightpaths such that the minimum number of source-
destination pairs are disconnected at the logical layer was
considered, and some optimization heuristics were pre-
sented. In [3], a similar problem was considered and some
conditions for the survivability of a logical topology were
presented. In both of these papers, the physical topology
was assumed to be an arbitrary mesh.

In this paper, we address the problem of reconfiguring
the network from logical topology "$# to logical topology"&% in such a way that the logical topology remains con-
nected in the presence of any single physical link failure
(i.e., survivable) throughout the reconfiguration process.
Our goal is to find a sequence of lightpaths additions (i.e.,
finding routes and wavelength assignments) and deletions
such that the logical topology’s survivability is maintained
during the entire period of reconfiguration. We consider in
this paper a physical ring network. Ring networks are im-
portant because the prevalent topology for SONET is the
ring. As these networks are upgraded to WDM, it is likely
that the topology will be maintained for some time before
growing into a mesh network. Secondly, the simplicity of
the topology enables us to take a deeper look into the com-

plexity of the problem.
In the next section, we formally state the problem we at-

tempt to solve in this paper. Some insight into the complex-
ity of the problem is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we
present a simple approach for reconfiguration followed by
the discussion on a bad choice from multiple feasible em-
beddings. In Section 5, we propose a heuristic algorithm for
finding feasible reconfiguration using the minimum recon-
figuration cost with the objective of minimizing the num-
ber of additional wavelengths. Simulation results are also
given. Concluding remarks in Section 6 complete the pa-
per.

2 Network Model and Problem Formulation

Let ' denote a ring network with ( nodes. Each link
is bidirectional supporting ) wavelengths channels. Each
node is assumed to have * ports that can be used as a source
or a sink of up to * lightpaths.

Let " # and " % be logical topologies for ' such that " #
and " % both are survivable, i.e., " # and " % both have sur-
vivable embeddings in ' . Given a survivable embbeding
of " # in ' corresponding to the current set of lightpaths
established over ' and a logical topology " % correspond-
ing to a new set of lightpaths to be reconfigured from "+# ,
a reconfiguration process is called survivable if during the
entire period of reconfiguration,

(i) the logical topology remains survivable (i.e., connected
under the failure of any single physical link), and

(ii) the port and wavelengths constraints are satisfied.

Our problem is to find a survivable reconfiguration of
the network from " # to " % by establishing a sequence of
lightpaths additions and deletions.

3 Problem Complexity

If there is no constraint on the number of lightpaths that
can be established at each node and the number of wave-
lengths that can be used in each link, one can simply add
all lightpaths in ",%,-,".# to ".# and form "/#102"&% , and
then delete all lightpaths in "/#1-."&% . (Assume that sur-
vivable embeddings of "$# and "&% are used in the setup of
lightpaths.) This will ensure the survivability of the logi-
cal topology throughout the reconfiguration process. On the
other hand, if the logical topology (including all nodes in ' )
corresponding to the set of existing lightpaths in " #43 " % is
connected, a survivable reconfiguration can be easily done
first by deleting all lightpaths in " #65 � " # -6" % � , and then
by adding lightpaths in " % -7" # .

The above observations suggest that reconfiguration
steps for adding and deleting lightpaths must be designed



carefully to find a feasible solution. In what follows, we
illustrate the complication of the problem even further by
examining three different cases.

CASE 1 : A feasible solution that modifies the current em-
bedding of some lightpaths in "/# 3 "&% .

Consider a ring network ' with ) � �
and * � �

, and two
logical topologies " # and " % to be embedded over ' as
shown in Figure 2, where "$# -7"&% =

���������������	�����������	���� ��!
,".# 3 "&% =

���������������	�� � ��������� � �������������������� � ��!
, and "&% - ".#

=
�������
	����� ���
������������� �������������!

. Survivable embeddings of".# and "&% are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Physical and Logical Topologies
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Figure 3. Survivable Embeddings

Now, we are going to reconfigure the logical topology
from ".# , whose current embedding is shown in Figure 3 (a),
to "&% as shown in Figure 2 (c). Suppose there exists a sur-

vivable embedding of ",% without changing any of the cur-
rent lightpaths in "/# 3 "&% . The current lightpaths in "/# 3 "&%
are shown in Figure 4. Consider the two lightpaths (corre-
sponding to logical links (2,1) and (2,6) in " % ) to be estab-
lished at node 2. If the lightpath connecting 2 and 6 is kept
as it is in Figure 3 (a), the lightpath connecting 2 and 1 has to
be established in the counter-clockwise direction from 2 to
1 since otherwise the failure of physical link

� ���
	��
will iso-

late node 2 from the remaining network. However, in such
an embedding, if the physical link

� ��� � �
fails, both light-

paths corresponding to logical links
��	������

and
��	�� � �

will
fail and the failure of these two lightpaths will make again
node 2 isolated from the rest of the network. Therefore, any
feasible solution must modify the current embedding of the
lightpath between 2 and 6 (i.e., a lightpath between 2 and
6 must be re-established in the counter-clockwise direction
from 2 to 6). The embedding shown in Figure 3 (b) is such
an embedding.
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CASE 2 : A feasible solution that temporarily deletes and
reestablishes some lightpaths in " # 3 " % due to the wave-
length constraint.

Consider a ring network ' of 6 nodes with ) ��
and * � �

and two logical topologies " # and" % to be embedded over ' as shown in Figure 5,
where "/# - "&% � � � ������������	�������!

, ".# 3 "&% ��������
�������	�����������	�� � �������� � ��������
����������� � ��!
, and "&% -1".# �������������!

. Survivable embeddings of "/# and "&% are shown
in Figure 6.

Note that during the reconfiguration, lightpaths corre-
sponding to logical links

� �������
and

��	������
must be deleted

and a new lightpath corresponding to logical link
���������

must be established. Suppose there is a feasible solution
that only adds lightpaths in " % - " # and delete lightpaths in" # -6" % during the entire reconfiguration process. If light-
path

� �������
or

��	������
is deleted before adding lightpath

�����
���
,

the failure of physical link
����� � �

or
���������

, respectively, will
make node 1 or 3 isolated. Hence, any feasible solution
in this case must add lightpath

� ���
���
before deleting light-

path
������� �

or
��	������

. So we consider two cases for the setup



of lightpath between 1 and 3: clockwise from 1 to 3 and
counter-clockwise from 1 to 3.

If lightpath between 1 and 3 is added in the counter-
clockwise direction from 1 to 3, then the existing light-
path

��	�������� " # 3 " % must be deleted beforehand since
otherwise four lightpaths will use physical link

��	��
���
, vio-

lating the wavelength constraint. Now assume that light-
path between 1 and 3 is added in the clockwise direc-
tion from 1 to 3. Similarly, one of the existing lightpaths��	�������������� � ��� ".# 3 "&% must be deleted before adding
lightpath

�����
���
since otherwise the wavelength constraint

will be violated on the physical link
���������

. In either case, at
least one existing lightpath in "/# 3 "&% must be temporarily
deleted and reestablished later.
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Figure 5. Physical and Logical Topologies
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Figure 6. Survivable Embeddings

CASE 3 : A feasible solution that temporarily adds some
lightpaths not in ".#�06"&% to guarantee the survivability dur-
ing the reconfiguration period.

Consider the same example for the physical and logical
topologies discussed for CASE 2 (see Figures 5 and 6). As
discussed in CASE 2, any feasible solution cannot delete
lightpath

������� �
or

��	������
without adding new lightpaths. In

what follows, we present a feasible solution by temporarily
adding a lightpath that is not in "$#�0 "&% and deleting it later.

Initially, the lightapths are as shown in Figure 6 (a).
A lightpath between 1 and 2 is temporarily added in the
counter-clockwise direction from 1 to 2. We then safely
delete the existing lightpath

� �������
, and add a new lightpath

between 1 and 3 in the counter-clockwise direction from 1
to 3. The existing lightpath

��	��
���
is now deleted, and then

the temporary lightpath
� ����	��

is finally deleted.

4 A Simple Reconfiguration Approach

As discussed in the previous section, maintaining log-
ical topology’s survivability during the entire reconfigura-
tion period requires a careful design of lightpaths additions
and deletions. But, if the current setup of lightpaths only
uses up i to ) 5 �

wavelengths in each of the physical link
and up to * 5 	

ports at each node, one can easily find a feasi-
ble solution using the following steps: (i) add a lightpath be-
tween each pair of adjacent nodes, (ii) delete all lightpaths
in " # , (iii) establish all lightpaths in " % based on its surviv-
able embedding, and (iv) delete all lightpahs constructed in
(i).

This procedure is simple and may encounter difficulties
as discussed in the next section.

4.1 Embedding Choice

Intuitively, the implementation of our simple approach
presented in the previous section would be always feasible
if the number of wavelengths ) and the number of ports* are large and the current logical topology "$# has only
a small number of lightpaths established at each node (ex-
cept possibly for a few nodes). The following discussion
exhibits a construction of a bad (yet survivable) embedding
of a logical topology that would make its reconfiguration to
other logical topology difficult.

Let ( denote the number of nodes in a ring physical net-
work ' , and ) � ( 5���� �

, for any � ,
��� � � ( , (where

) is an arbitrary integer in
��� ) � ( ) denote the number

of wavelengths supported by each link in ' . It is assumed
that the number of ports * available at each node is equal to	 ) . Hence, the wavelength (not the port) availability is a
major constraint to be considered in the establishment of a
new lightpath. Figure 7 shows a survivable embedding of
a logical topology " over a ring. The set of logical links
in " is given as

��� ( �
	 �����	�� ( 5�� �������	�� ( 5�� 5 ��!



0 ��������� � ���� ( 5 � ��� � ( 5 � !
, and the route of each

lightpath corresponding to each logical link is as shown in
Figure 7. Note that the number of lightpaths established in
each node, except for nodes ( and ( 5�� , is only 2. How-
ever, each link between ( and ( 5 � in the counter-clockwise
direction has fully utilized its available wavelengths (i.e.,( 5 � � �

). Therefore, implementing our simple algorithm
suggested in Section 4 would be impossible.
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Figure 7. ) � ( 5 ��� �
.

The above discussion suggest that the choice of a surviv-
able embedding, when there are multiple choices, is impor-
tant for survivable reconfiguration.

5 Reconfiguration Algorithm using the Mini-
mum Reconfiguration Cost

The reconfiguration cost is defined based on the total
number of lightpaths added and the total number of light-
paths deleted to reconfigure from one embedding � # to an-
other embedding � % . Let � denote the cost to establish
one lightpath and � denote the cost to delete one lightpath.
Then, the total reconfiguration cost is

����	�
������� � ����� �

where � �  � %65 � #  and � �  � #75 � %  .
As discussed earlier, if unlimited number of wavelengths

is available, one can simply add all lightpaths in � % 5 � # ,
and then delete all lightpaths in � # 5 �2% . This clearly
can be done using the minimum reconfiguration cost. Note
that the total number of wavelengths used in reconfiguration
is )���������� ���"!$#&% � )('*) � )(',+ ! , where )('*) and )('-+
denote the numbers of wavelengths used in embeddings � #
and � % .

In this section, we propose a heuristic algorithm to min-
imize )���������� � while the reconfiguration cost is preserved
minimum. Note that no temporary lightpath will be added

or deleted in our heuristic algorithm to maintain the mini-
mum reconfiguration cost. Our heuristic algorithm is pre-
sented in Algorithm MinCostReconfiguration, which takes
� # , � % , and "/. as input and return )103242 as an output,
where � # and � % denote survivable embeddings of current
and new logical topologies, "5. denote the physical topol-
ogy, and )103242 � ) ��������� �15 !$#&% � ) ' ) � ) ' + ! .

5.1 Numerical Results

In our simulation, the number of nodes in the ring is
( �76 , 16, and 32. Logical topologies are randomly
genereated using the edge density 50%. Let "$# and "&%
be two logical topologies reconfigured from "$# to "&% . We
define difference factor to be the number of logical edged
in " # 5 " % plus the number of logical edges in " %15 " #
divided by the maximum possible number of logical edges
in a graph with ( nodes (i.e., � 	�898;:�<>=4?�@BA � 	��
 �DC � " # � 5C � " % �  �  C � " % � 5 C � " # �  �FE�� ( � ( 5 �����

). We consider the
difference factor 10%, 20%, �G�H� , 100%. Each simulation is
executed 500 times. In Figure 8, the simulation results show) 0H242 for each case.
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Figure 8. Simulation Results.

Figures 9, 10, 11 show the maximum, minimum, and av-
erage numbers of required additional wavelengths, the num-
ber of wavelengths for � # , and the number of wavelengths
for � % . The numbers of different connection requests be-
tween the first logical topology and the second logical topol-
ogy are shown in the column of # of Diff Conn Req (Simu-
lation) observed from the simulation results and in the col-
umn of Expected # of Diff Conn Req (Calculated) calcu-
lated based on the number of edges in the logical topology,



respectively.

Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg
10% 1 0 0.008 8 4 5.784 8 3 5.464 1.091 1.400
20% 2 0 0.068 8 3 5.770 7 3 5.388 2.375 2.800
30% 2 0 0.100 8 3 5.692 8 3 5.380 3.762 4.200
40% 2 0 0.122 8 4 5.806 8 3 5.282 5.420 5.600
50% 2 0 0.076 8 4 5.800 8 3 5.368 6.710 7.000
60% 2 0 0.062 8 3 5.796 8 3 5.180 8.212 8.400
70% 2 0 0.092 8 3 5.772 7 3 5.086 9.433 9.800
80% 2 0 0.064 8 3 5.772 8 3 4.850 10.869 11.200
90% 1 0 0.066 8 4 5.750 7 3 4.736 12.099 12.600

Average 8 3.4 5.771 7.7 3 5.193

# of Diff Conn Req. 
(from Simulation)

Expected # of Diff Conn 
Req.(Calculated)

<WADD> <WM1> <WM2>

Figure 9. Number of Node = 8.

Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg
10% 3 0 0.034 21 10 14.588 19 8 13.360 5.971 6.000
20% 1 0 0.008 20 11 14.668 20 7 13.026 12.155 12.000
30% 2 0 0.012 21 9 14.698 20 7 14.330 17.790 18.000
40% 4 0 0.064 22 10 14.726 19 9 14.586 24.118 24.000
50% 5 0 0.076 20 10 14.528 19 9 14.536 29.923 30.000
60% 3 0 0.046 21 10 14.610 20 9 14.426 35.977 36.000
70% 2 0 0.020 21 10 14.624 19 6 14.182 42.221 42.000
80% 1 0 0.008 22 10 14.594 19 7 13.158 47.889 48.000
90% 1 0 0.008 21 10 14.506 20 9 13.332 54.062 54.000

Average 21 10.0 14.616 19.4 7.9 13.882

# of Diff Conn Req. 
(from Simulation)

Expected # of Diff Conn 
Req.(Calculated)

<WADD> <WM1> <WM2>

Figure 10. Number of Node = 16.

Max Min Avg Max Min Avg Max Min Avg
10% 3 0 0.104 52 34 42.742 52 34 42.802 24.904 24.800
20% 3 0 0.114 52 33 42.988 54 32 42.716 49.400 49.600
30% 4 0 0.140 54 35 43.100 52 35 42.916 74.557 74.400
40% 2 0 0.074 52 34 43.020 52 34 42.802 98.931 99.200
50% 3 0 0.094 53 34 42.896 56 34 42.896 124.731 124.000
60% 4 0 0.086 52 34 42.714 52 36 42.634 148.447 148.800
70% 3 0 0.084 52 35 42.710 56 34 42.468 173.743 173.600
80% 3 0 0.046 53 34 42.834 53 34 42.614 198.260 198.400
90% 7 0 0.056 54 34 42.824 53 33 42.822 223.142 223.200

Average 53 34.1 42.870 53.3 34 42.741

# of Diff Conn Req. 
(from Simulation)

Expected # of Diff Conn 
Req.(Calculated)

<WADD> <WM1> <WM2>

Figure 11. Number of Node = 32.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed an issue on reconfiguring log-
ical topologies in WDM optical rings. Specifically, we con-
sider the problem of finding a sequence of lightpaths addi-
tions and deletions such that the logical topology remains
connected in the presence of any single physical link failure
throughout the reconfiguration.

We first discussed the complexity of the problem by ex-
hibiting examples that require complicated designs of re-
configurations. We then presented a simple algorithm that
can be implemented if a certain condition is satisfied. A
limitation on implementing this simple algorithm is also
discussed. Finally, we proposed a heuristic algorithm, that
uses the minimum reconfiguration cost, with the objective
of minimizing the total number of wavelengths used in re-
configuration.

Further work includes the development of algorithms
that minimize the total reconfiguration cost when the total
number of wavelengths is fixed.
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ALGORITHM MinCostReconfiguration

Input: � # � � % � "�.
// � # is the survivable embedding of the current logical topology " # over physical topology "/. ;//
// � % is a survivable embedding of a new logical topology to be reconfigured over " . from " # .//
// We assume that � % is obtained using the algorithm proposed in [2].//
Output: ) 03242
// Let ) �F������� � denote the total number of wavelengths used in reconfiguration using this algorithm;//
// Let )('*) and ) '-+ denote the number of wavelengths used in embeddings � # and �2% .//
1. Let �-� � � �2% 5 � # and � C � C/C 
 C � � # 5 � %��
// �,� � is the set of lightpaths not in � # but in � % and//
// � C � C 
 C is the set of lightpaths in � # but not in � % .//
2. Let ) ��������� �.� ! # % � )('*) � ) '-+ ! �
3. while �,� ������ or � C � C 
 C ���� do
4. For any path * � �,� � , add a coresponding lightpath if the wavelength constraint is not violated,

and repeat this process until no more addition is possible.
5. For any path * � � C � C 
 C , delete * if the survivablity contraint is not violated,

and repeat this process until no more deletion is possible.
6. Let )���������� �	� ) ������� � � � �

.
7. endwhile
8. Let ) ��������� �	� ) ������� � � 5 �

.
9. Return ) 03242 � )���������� � 5 !$#&% � )('*) � )(',+ ! .


